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Abstract: Unsuitable shoe shapes and sizes are a critical reason for unhealthy feet, may severely
contribute to chronic injuries such as foot ulcers in susceptible people (e.g., diabetes patients), and
thus need accurate measurements in the manner of expert-based procedures. However, the manual
measure of such accurate shapes and sizes is labor-intensive, time-consuming, and impractical to
apply in a real-time system. This research proposes a foot-detection approach using expert-like
measurements to address this concern. It combines the seven-foot dimensions model and the light
detection and ranging sensor to encode foot shapes and sizes and detect the dimension surfaces.
The graph-based algorithms are developed to present seven-foot dimensions and visualize the shoe’s
model based on the augmented reality (AR) technique. The results show that our approach can
detect shapes and sizes more effectively than the traditional approach, helps the system imitate
expert-like measurements accurately, and can be employed in intelligent applications for susceptible
people-based feet measurements.

Keywords: feet measurement; foot recognition; diabetic foot; digital healthcare; LiDAR sensor;
real-time monitoring; feature extraction; diabetic foot ulcer; computer-aided analysis

1. Introduction

Healthy feet are the main factor for activity in daily life, whether in movement related
to work or exercise [1]. Neglecting foot health may result in chronic injuries such as foot
ulcers [2]. It is a significant obstacle for susceptible people who are suffered from negative
long-term consequences and substantial healthcare expenses [3].

Suitable shoe shapes and sizes are essential for healthy feet and need accurate measure-
ments. Available shoes in the commercial sectors are based on the average size, standardiz-
ing the foot base on a measuring tape (length and width). It may not be comfortable and
nor fit for susceptible people such as diabetes patients [4]. Moreover, manually finding shoe
sizes is tedious and time-consuming [5]. Therefore, optical measuring technologies, binocu-
lar vision, phase measurement, digital holography, and structured light techniques have
become the principal machine measures for mass-customized shoes; however, detecting
foot characteristics is a complex process [6]. In this way, 3D-scanning-based technology has
been extensively investigated in computer graphics to address that concern [7]. It employs
a laser-based technique to detect foot shape and identify size by releasing reflected light on
a foot’s surface, that can then accurately compute to produce a virtual item [8].

However, accessing high-quality technologies is difficult for ordinary patients since
their cost is very high, and the measurement procedure may take a very long time. Some
research has attempted to overcome this limitation by proposing simple 3D-scanning
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devices based on RGB-depth cameras such as PrimeSense, Kinect, and RealSense. Com-
pared to conventional 3D scanning equipment, they are affordable, portable, and simple
to operate [9]. In addition, some of them apply visualization-based try-on simulations
as assistive tools to help people measure foot size in order to make better decisions [10].
The visualization may utilize AR technology to manufacture relevant foot information
based on smart devices. For instance, Jiang et al. proposed an AR-based approach for the
virtual try-on of shoes projected on mobile devices [11]. They found that a detection system,
applied to the AR technique and displayed on mobile devices, helps people effectively
enhance their perception of a product.

The principals of feet detection technology consist of two main processes: (1) the
information detection process and (2) the information visualization process. It may begin
with a detection process based on the marker-based process that senses real-time signals
from the real-world environment and extracts essential information. The results let com-
puter systems simultaneously simulate virtual objects based on 3D models mixed with
real-world objects. Technically, there are two well-known approaches for foot detection
systems. Firstly, the marker-based sensing approach uses a physical symbol (such as
photos or text) as a reference position using an RGB camera [12]. The current systems
focus on simulating virtual foot measurements using the marker-based approach to track
and monitor objects [13]. However, this technique depends on the quality of the marker
positions that are placed on unmoving objects unsuitable for detecting active objects, such
as the human body. It becomes a limitation when users, such as diabetes patients, need
accurate foot measurements, but cannot access advanced and professional tools. Secondly,
the markerless-based sensing approach utilizes the feature of a depth camera for real-time
object tracking, which can also apply to foot-detection systems. Addressing this concern,
by introducing a new markerless-based approach to the standard of professional tools that
can be accessed through mobile devices so that ordinary people can accurately measure
their shoe size at anytime and anywhere, is challenging.

This research proposes a foot-detection system based on the markerless-based AR
approach. It is a novel approach that is empowered by seven-foot dimensions techniques
to imitate expert-based measurement procedures. The main contributions are:

• To propose a new system architecture for a feet detection approach based on markerless-
based AR techniques that let ordinary people applicably measure their feet to an
expert standard.

• To design and develop the foot-detection approach using markerless techniques based
on seven-foot dimensions, measuring and visualizing shoe sizes accurately in a user-
friendly manner.

• To prove that the proposed markerless-based approach based on seven-foot dimen-
sions helps the system measure and visualize shoe sizes, and converge towards
expert-based procedures.

The real-time-based systems for foot detection are examined in Section 2. The overview
system architecture of the proposed system is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concentrates
on the design and methodology of the foot-detection system, with Section 5 evaluating the
approach’s effectiveness based on seven-foot dimensions based on quantitative experiments.
Conclusions and future directions appear in Section 6.

2. Related Works

This section examines the foot-detection approach based on the need for its accurate anal-
ysis of susceptible individuals, such as chronic patients and older people. Furthermore, the
application of expert-based measurements and real-time technologies to estimate foot shape
and size is considered in order to reveal the research gap of recent foot-detection systems.

2.1. Feet Detection

The susceptible people are those whose feet are sensitive to injury caused by unfitted
footwear that may affect long-term foot health, such as chronic patients and older peo-
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ple [14]. Alsheikh et al. [15] researched the need for primary healthcare based on diabetic
foot conditions. They found that, recently, patients have been less cared for in terms of foot
health and that there is a need for further study to fill this gap. This suggests that utilizing
advanced technologies is challenging but may alleviate this problem.

Researchers have addressed this concern based on machine learning techniques.
D’Angelo et al. [16] proposed an approach for foot detection using interpretable machine
learning techniques. They discussed how the approach could explain the problem explicitly,
allowing staff to understand the foot condition and effectively decide on the treatment.
Thotad et al. [17] and Ahsan et al. [18] proposed an approach for detecting diabetic foot
ulcers using deep learning and computer vision techniques. They discussed the proposed
techniques to help the system detect foot ulcers effectively. Some have solved the problem
using sensor technologies to detect the foot shape and size. Mei [19] and Kini et al. [20]
employed force sensors that measure and classify foot types and that allow the system to
match each foot with proper footwear. They claimed that the techniques help people choose
suitable footwear and may prevent long-term negative effects. In addition, Chun et al. [21]
proposed a foot-detection approach using an RGB-D camera as a sensor. They emphasized
the foot arch details critical for measuring and capturing the fit size and shape factors. They
concluded that they produced high-quality inputs that effectively let the system analyze
foot arch characteristics.

Although numerous studies have proposed new approaches to deal with foot mea-
surement problems with high detection effectiveness, none consider the already-used
approaches for real-time foot measuring at home with user-friendly devices. They em-
ployed high computational performance, sensors, and techniques that are not yet ready to
deploy for ordinary patients who are not experts. Moreover, they focused on post-event
analysis rather than on an assistive tool for patients to measure appropriate footwear shapes
and sizes in order to prevent worse cases. This research gap is challenging, but it may be
possible to apply lightweight sensors with real-time technologies to address this concern.

2.2. Foot Detection Based on Real-Time-Based System

A foot-detection technique based on a real-time system aims to estimate the shape
size so that people can choose suitable shoes. It connects physical and computer-generated
objects in a virtual environment, letting people envision the approximate shoes fitted to
their personalities. It may employ online processing to produce a live-stream simulation
of foot information in particular situations. AR offers a real-time-based system for foot
detection that lets systems control the real-world environment and interact with 3D-based
virtual objects; however, applying AR to automatic foot detection in medical fields is
challenging [22].

Research has examined AR technologies to support real-time-based systems and has
primarily been relevant to medical training [23]. Focusing on health care, Sip et al. [24] and
de Assis et al. [25] proposed AR-based systems as assistive tools to help staff rehabilitate
patients affected by stroke. They discussed the fact that AR technologies let physicians
and experts practice their readiness for first aid. Moreover, Jeung et al. [26] employed AR
technologies to guide physicians in understanding surgical processes. They confirmed that
AR technologies help them reduce faults during operations effectively. This suggests that
AR technologies are in demand in medical fields, and that they can help physicians and
experts deal with emergency cases. Unfortunately, most of the available studies introduce
AR technologies in order to support experts, and few studies concern susceptible people,
such as diabetes patients, who need technologies that measure their feet, both shape and
size, and which they can try at home with available devices.

In conclusion, real-time foot-detection systems for ordinary people are currently in
their infant stage and demand research that needs further contribution in order to address
the knowledge gaps. We highlight recent research gaps in terms of two limitations: (1) a
lack of study on lightweight sensors to measure foot shape based on available devices and
(2) the absence of a proposed ground truth to measure and identify foot shape descrip-
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tions concerning diabetic patients. The following section will show the overview system
architecture of real-time feet detection to address the challenges.

3. Overview Architecture of Proposed System

This overview of the system architecture aims to describe the feet identification proce-
dures that begin with signal encoding, in order to transform them into a machine-readable
format. It illustrates how real-time system processes represent foot size and shape based
on the AR system framework. It consists of four sub-components: (1) data streaming,
(2) dimensional transformation, (3) feet identification, and (4) feet representation, as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 shows the overview architecture system that cycles between the real-world
environment and the proposed system. The environment produces raw signals, collected by
lightweight sensors, and inputs them into the system using the data-streaming component.
Each raw signal transaction stores the object’s surface-based three-dimensional (3D) objects
(length, width, and height). The dimension transformation extracts relevant features, called
a set of point clouds, according to the object’s surface. Feet identification employs point
clouds to connect their relationships and draw the shape and size of natural feet from the
environment. Finally, feet representation visualizes feet information through graphical
information that non-experts can employ through intelligent devices, which may help
people understand the condition and make the right decision.

The challenging components in the architecture are dimension transformation and feet
identification, because the effectiveness of real-time feet detection and usability depends on
how the system can determine the foot shape and size. We propose the seven-dimension
concept to model general feet from the raw signals that manufacture relevant point clouds
and their relationships. This is a blueprint model that imitates expert-like measurement,
and our system may identify dimensions in the same manner. Following this section, we
aim to develop a seven-dimension model encoding to apply to the real-time foot detection
system and usability based on AR techniques.

We will follow the overview system architecture to structure the rest of our study, and the
following section will propose the design and development of the seven-dimension model.

4. Proposed Seven-Dimension Model

The effectiveness of our proposed system depends on how the dimension transforma-
tion and feet identification components can compute dimensions and features. Therefore,
we propose a human-like encoding based on the seven-dimension model to recognize feet
shapes and semantic relationships.
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4.1. Feet Dimension Extraction

Feet detection needs dimensional information as a fundamental element in a computer
system. A fixed template is a standard technique for measuring feet size. It matches feet and
extracts dimensional information, and is a simple and handy measurement. The graphic
template is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows the template structures that identify foot size with length and width,
transforming them into shape and size based on an average mean. The length is the distance
between nodes i0, i1, and i2, and the width is the distance between i1 and i3. Although it
is straightforward for domain experts in industrial sectors to use the template, it cannot
effectively define the foot shape in a real-time system. It requires an advanced technique to
identify precise details such as foot thickness and heel breadth.

To fulfill the abovementioned limitations, we extend the template structure by en-
coding seven-foot dimensions to support feet shape extraction. Our proposed technique
imitates how domain experts determine the feet dimensions that are needed in sensitive
measurement cases such as in the medical field. We illustrate the extended template
structures needed in the real-time foot detection system, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 represents the foot dimensions needed in foot detection systems aligned with
individual preferences. It considers foot shape, with depth and thickness being close to
domain expert justifications. Each dimension provides a different impact on the user’s
individual preference that may define foot shape correctly. For instance, the “Ball of foot
length” in Figure 3b helps the measurement process determine the lower part of shoes on
the right-hand side, that is needed for challenging activities such as jogging. In other words,
all dimensions offer vital roles in terms of foot measurement, and their descriptions and
significance in seven-foot dimensions are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3. The extended template structures based on a seven-foot dimension model.

Table 1. The descriptions and significances of seven-foot dimensions.

Dimension Algebraic Function Description

FLdimension

FLdimension = (FLending, FLbeginning),
FLbeginning = f (xFL, beginning, yFL, beginning, zFL, beginning),
FLendending = f (xFL, ending, yFL, ending, zFL, ending),
FLbeginning and FLending ⊆ Point Clouds

This determines the curves that naturally fit with a
real-size user’s feet and plays an essential role in
reducing exercise-related pain (e.g., running and
jumping).

BFLdimension

BFLdimension = (BFLending, BFLbeginning),
BFLbeginning = f (xBL, beginning, yBL, beginning, zBL, beginning),
BFLending = f (xBL, ending, yBL, ending, zBL, ending),
BFLbeginning and BFLending ⊆ Point Clouds

This extracts the foot axis between the end of the heel
and the metatarsal tibial, reducing exercise-related
pain (e.g., running and jumping).

OBFLdimension

OBFLdimension = (OBFLending, OBFLbeginning),
OBFLbeginning = f (xOBFL, beginning, yOBFL, beginning,
zOBFL, beginning),
OBFLending = f (xOBFL, ending, yOBFL, ending, zOBFL, ending),
OBFLbeginning and OBFLending ⊆ Point Clouds

A good measurement of this dimension helps prevent
the causes of pain around the foot’s outside, including
the forefoot, midfoot, and heel.
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Table 1. Cont.

Dimension Algebraic Function Description

FBDdimension

FBDdimension = (FBDending, FBDbeginning),
FBDbeginning = f (xFBD, beginning, yFBD, beginning,
zFBD, beginning),
FBDending = f (xFBD, ending, yFBD, ending, zFBD, ending),
FBDbeginning and FBDending ⊆ Point Clouds

This extracts a measurement between a ball’s
metatarsal tibial and metatarsal fibular bones. This
helps identify shoe designs based on a suitable
shape curve.

FBHdimension

FBHdimension = (FBHending, FBHbeginning),
FBHbeginning = f (xFBH, beginning, yFBH, beginning,
zFBH, beginning),
FBHending = f (xFBH, ending, yFBH, ending, zFBH, ending),
FBHbeginning and FBHending ⊆ Point Clouds

This determines suitable sizes based on the foot’s
horizontal breadth. This avoids fundamental
problems, such as narrow and loose shoes, both of
which may cause an accident.

HBdimension

HBdimension = (HBending, HBbeginning),
HBbeginning = f (xHB, beginning, yHB, beginning, zHB, beginning),
HBending = f (xHB, ending, yHB, ending, zHB, ending),
HBbeginning and HBending ⊆ Point Clouds

This measures the distance between the pterion point
and the toe, called the heel size. It is an element to
estimate the correct heel size that helps users walk and
run properly.

IHdimension

IHdimension = (IHending, IHbegin),
IHbeginning = f (xIH, beginning, yIH, beginning, zIH, beginning),
IHending = f (xIH, ending, yIH, ending, zIH, ending),
IHbeginning and IHending ⊆ Point Clouds

This dimension helps define the foot arch (e.g., a low
instep defines a flat arch, which defines the foot shape
as a flat foot).

Table 1 shows the foot dimensions and their computational notations. Each dimension
plays a crucial role in foot identification with semantic descriptions. It enables systems
to determine foot parts based on 3D information that helps simulate visual objects close
to real-world objects. For instance, foot length (FLdimension) is an ordered pair that can be
defined by FLdimension = (FLending, FLbeginning); each element of the pair is represented by
3D objects (length, width, and height) between FLending and FLbeginning and they can be
determined as follows:

FLbeginning = f (xFL, beginning, yFL, beginning, zFL, beginning) (1)

FLending = f (xFL, ending, yFL, ending, zFL, ending) (2)

Both equations represent ordered pairs in 3D dimensions (e.g., x, y, and z). For example,
the FLbeginning element consists of a group of xFL, beginning encoding the dimension length, a
group of yFL, beginning encoding the dimension width, and a group of zFL, beginning encoding
the dimension height. The f ( ) computes the radius of the average element spacing of
the points in cloud density and approximately represents the elements of the dimensions.
The rest are modeled to support foot identification and allow the systems to determine foot
dimensions in the manner of expert intelligence.

A lack of consideration of any of the elements may cause susceptible people to have
trouble with their daily activities. However, each dimension cannot be employed indepen-
dently to measure the foot shape; they must be integrated to identify the proper foot shape
aligned with user preferences. In this way, determining the relationships between them is
needed, and the following section will propose the semantic relationships process to attend
to this requirement.

4.2. Feet Detection Based on Semantic Relationships

The foot detection component aims to recognize the relationships between the seven-
foot dimensions. It represents semantic meanings, based on human understanding, to
connect each dimension and perform the shape and size measurements. Feet detection
employs a set of seven-foot dimensions, coordinated in ordered pairs (see Table 1). It lets
systems compute and link each dimension using a graph-based representation G = (V , E).
V (vertices) models on seven-foot dimensions and E (edge) connect paired vertices that
are stored in G (graph). The graphic representation of this is shown in Figure 3, where
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each dimension semantically relates to the other. This research proposes an algorithm to
perform the G in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Feet Identification based on Semantic Relationships

Inputs: a set of seven-foot dimensions’ coordinates, C = {((x1, beginning, y1, beginning, z1, beginning),
(x1, ending, y1, ending, z1, ending)), ((x2, beginning, y2, beginning, z2, beginning), (x2, ending, y2, ending, z2, ending)),
. . . , ((x7, beginning, y7, beginning, z7, beginning), (x7, ending, y7, ending, z7, ending))}

Outputs: a graph of seven-foot dimensions, G = (V, E)

1. add Graph G = null
2. set V= [∅]
3. set E= [∅]

4. for
(

Ci, beginning, Ci, ending

)
in C do

5. set X = Ci, beginning;
6. set Y = Ci, ending;
7. if X in V: continue;
8. else add X to V;
9. end if
10. if Y in V: continue;
11. else add Y to V;
12. end if
13. if (X, Y) in E: continue;
14. else add X→ Y to V;
15. end if
16. end for
17. add node V to G;
18. add edge E to G;
19. return G;

Algorithm 1 expresses the semantic-based rules to connect the nodes based on a pre-
defined model, employing the graph-based index. C encodes a set of ordered pairs of foot
dimension coordinates between Ci, beginning and Ci, ending (see in lines 4–9). The i indexes
each foot dimension, such as FL holding the coordinate elements, CFL, beginning and CFL,

ending. This lets systems bridge the relationships between dimensions (see Figure 3), which
can be simplified in the graphic diagram shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 illustrates that each dimension is represented by two nodes (orange circles)
and their edge (directed line), and that the node can play two roles, Ci, beginning and Ci, ending,
based on prior knowledge, as detailed in Equations (1) and (2). For instance, the ele-
ment of l can be kBFL, ending to connect k→l, but it can be mHB, beginning to connect l→m.
The graph-based algorithm helps systems flexibly detect the relationships, such as the
indirect connection between k and m through the hidden node l. The graph constitutes a
powerful technology that lets systems be flexible in discovering missing information, using
inference techniques to identify unknown relationships based on indirect connections.

In conclusion, graph G accumulates a semantic index based on nodes and their rela-
tionships and represents them in machine-readable formats, which are computable and
ready to input into AR techniques. The following section will elaborate on how the G can
produce meaningful information for visualizing feet in real-world applications.

4.3. Application Based on Feet Representation Using AR Techniques

This section aims to employ graph knowledge and represent it to general users.
A LiDAR (a light detection and ranging sensor) is employed in our proposed application.
It uses remote sensing with laser technologies to measure random objects quickly, which
is suitable for real-time applications [27]. We employed the LiDAR sensor because it
employs stable streaming to scan objects’ surfaces and produce real-time laser signals
to model foot shape references based on 3D objects [28]. The LiDAR has been built into
Apple products, both on the iPhone and iPad, which are readily used by patients trying
AR-based applications at home [29]. Our proposed application-based foot detection, using
AR techniques, employed graph G from Section 4.2.

Algorithm 2 expresses how feet-detection systems extract information from graph G,
as shown in Figure 4. It computes the distance between V1 and V2 that model in 3D infor-
mation (x, y, and z). The results from Algorithm 2 can be represented in AR applications, as
shown in Figure 5.

Algorithm 2 Seven-foot Dimensions Representation

Inputs: foot graph′s graph, G= (V, E
)

Outputs: a set of seven-foot dimensions, D

1. set D= [∅]
2. for each edge (V1, V2) in G do
3. set x1, y1, z1 = V1;
4. set x2, y2, z2 = V2;
5. set ‖Pi‖ = 0;
6. ‖Pi‖= sqrt((x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2 + (z1 − z2)

2);
7. add ‖Pi‖ to D;
8. end for
9. return D;

Figure 5a shows how BFL dimension-based nodes are extracted from graph G and
represented in the AR application. Figure 5b expresses the relationships between extracted
nodes corresponding to our proposed seven-dimension models (see Section 4). Figure 5c
illustrates that application-based feet detection using AR techniques helps non-expert users,
such as diabetes patients, accurately measure their feet and visibly observe the real-time
measurement results without requiring expert measurement devices.

The following section will prove that our proposed approach, based on seven-foot
dimensions, can measure and simulate virtual shoe shapes and sizes that converge toward
expert-based measurement.
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5. Experimental Setup

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the experimental setup employed
in our study. We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed foot detection system, present our
experiments’ results, and discuss their implications.

5.1. Experimental Objectives

Our research aims to evaluate the effectiveness of foot identification based on the
seven-dimension model. This is because the accurate results of the system depend on how it
identifies nodes and the relationships between them. Feet-measurement-based evaluations
have three approaches: (1) the expert-based approach, (2) marker-based approach, and
(3) sensor-based approach. The expert-based approach was considered because its results
can be used as the gold standard to compare with our proposed approach and marker-
based approach.

5.2. Data Set Description

The data were accumulated from field experiments between August 2022 and De-
cember 2022. Thirty volunteers (mean age ± SD: 26.80 ± 6.34 years) participated in the
experiments and had no foot injuries or anomalies, including 13 females (mean age ± SD:
25.69 ± 6.52 years) and 17 males (mean age ± SD: 27.65 ± 6.26 years). Measuring foot
shapes and sizes based on gender may be essential if basic foot template structures are
employed. However, our proposed approach thoroughly extracts the key features, focusing
on the seven-dimension model for general measurement without considering the physical
effects based on gender difference.

The experiments followed the human research ethics authorized by the Office of the
Human Research Ethics Committee of Walailak University (WU-EC-IN-1-003-65, approval
date: 28 June 2022). The expert-based evaluation strictly followed the suggestions based on
the proposed seven-dimension model. Each dimensional feature was measured two times
to ensure the results were accurate. In this way, 1680 data points were employed to prove
the effectiveness of foot identification.

5.3. Testing Metrics

The evaluation metrics for foot detection are precision, recall, and F-measure. They
are the standard retrieval effectiveness metrics to measure how the proposed approach can
recapture relevant dimensions against the expected results. Precision, recall, and F-measure
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are well-known evaluation metrics to measure the performance of automation systems for
detection in clinical fields, as discussed by Dalianis, H. [30].

The expected results represent measurable outcomes from an expert-based approach; the
accepted results from the proposed approach must converge to it, and the distance between
them must be less than the gold standard (α). The α is set to 0.5 cm since the distance over
it can be oversized or undersized and may cause subjects to be uncomfortable. The gold
standard is employed by commercial sectors, as suggested by Adidas America, Inc. [31].

Precision represents the proportion of correctly detected dimensions against the total
detected dimensions. The recall represents the proportion of correctly detected dimensions
for all dimensions. F-measure is an overall accuracy that employs the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. The measurements are defined as follows:

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(4)

f−measure =
2×(precision×recall)

precision + recall
(5)

True positive (TP) is a correct outcome of the dimension that was evaluated (the
distance ≤ α: suitable shape and size). False positive (FP) is an incorrect outcome of the
dimension that was measured (α ≤ the distance ≥ 2α: over or under shape and size).
False negative (FN) is the expected outcome of the dimension that was not identified (the
distance ≥ 3α: unknown shape and size).

5.4. Results and Discussions

The experiment considered the effectiveness of the proposed approach based on
detection ability. It categorized the results into seven classes based on dimensions: FL, BFL,
OBFL, FBD, FBH, HB, and IH. The marker-based approach and our proposed approach
were judged regarding precision, recall, and F-measure. The effectiveness outcomes for
seven-dimensions-based feet-detection approaches are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The comparative effectiveness of seven-dimensions-based feet-detection approaches.

Approach Marker-Based Approach Our Proposed Approach

Dimension Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

FL 0.46 0.65 0.54 0.37 0.77 0.50

BFL 0.46 0.87 0.60 0.63 1.00 0.78

OBFL 0.43 0.59 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.80

FBD 0.43 1.00 0.60 0.47 1.00 0.64

FBH 0.33 0.57 0.42 0.53 1.00 0.70

HB 0.63 1.00 0.78 0.63 1.00 0.78

IH 0.43 1.00 0.60 0.57 1.00 0.72

Average 0.45 0.81 0.58 0.55 0.97 0.70

According to Table 2, the marker-based approach produced a good average recall
but poor average precision, which led to the average F-measure being unsatisfactory.
Furthermore, its FBH and OBFL recalls are marginally unacceptable because it is good at
detecting flat objects but less effective in detecting the depth of dimensions (varied over
2α and 3α), causing the results of FP and FN in the experiment. In contrast, the FBH
F-measure is remarkably low, caused by poor precision and recall. FBH is a complex shape,
and placing suitable markers is difficult. We may conclude that the marker-based approach
is suitable for simple objects and not good enough for foot detection.
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The average precision of our proposed approach is relatively low, because of high
FP and since our algorithms detect dimensions based on the signals from LiDAR sensors.
It holds a 1.00 cm resolution to determine complex objects, while our approach considers
α as a 0.5 cm resolution. This causes some dimensions, such as FL and FBD, to be poor
and suggestive. In contrast, the average recall of our proposed approach is outstanding,
because our proposed approach is based on graph-based technologies with accurate signals
from LiDAR sensors that could effectively address the FN in foot detection. This helps in
achieving the acceptable average F-measure, and overall average precision and recall are
thus higher than the marker-based approach. The summary of our findings based on the
F-measure comparison is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 illustrates the F-measure comparison using a histogram between the marker-
based approach and our proposed approach; overall, our approach produces the highest
values, such as OBFL, BFL, and FBH. We can interpret that our approach has great potential
for helping the feet detection system accurately measure foot dimensions, converging
to expert-like measurement. In other words, our proposed approach may help diabetes
outpatients who need standardized and robust tools for foot measurement.

However, some dimensions, such as FL and FBD, still need to enhance their effective-
ness, since their average precisions were lower than 70%. This challenge must be addressed
using advanced algorithms, such as a deep learning approach to reduce FP problems, and
using resampling techniques, such as those based on Markov chain Monte Carlo, to lower
the number of FN with optimization algorithms.

6. Conclusions

This research has proposed designing and developing a foot-detection approach using
the AR technique for virtual shoe try-on. The main contribution is the employment of the
seven-foot dimensions model to measure foot shapes and sizes. The goal is to accurately
detect the shapes and sizes in a real-time system. Our approach utilizes LiDAR, a real-time
signal based on light detection and a ranging sensor, in order to identify foot shapes, sizes
and surfaces, combined with our proposed graph-based representations of techniques, for
the foot detection system.

Our approach was evaluated based on the effectiveness of foot dimension detection
compared to the marker-based approach as the traditional technique. The results reveal that
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our approach yields a higher effectiveness than the traditional technique. Our proposed
approach can accurately measure close to expert-like measurements and is suitable for
susceptible patients sensitive to measuring foot shapes and sizes. This suggests it is the
best-fit approach for real-time foot measurement applications, focusing on sensitive cases,
that can be represented by a virtual try-on shoe system using the AR technique.

Our approach has recently been trained based on small samples in a particularly
controlled environment, which can be interpreted as overfitting. In the future, we will
organize in order to invite participants of a variety of ages, BMIs, medical histories, and
sexes in order to discover how these impact foot measurement. Moreover, we may vary
the experiment in different environments, such as in natural light during different pe-
riods and seasons, and apply noise techniques to help our approach become robust in
unknown environments.
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